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Congratulations to the
EUREF-Campus on your first 10 years!
An urban neighbourhood model for a climate-neutral, resourcesaving, smart city of tomorrow – that was the idea behind the
EUREF-Campus in 2008. Now, just 10 years later, the area around
the historic gasometer has become a centre for innovative and sustainable energy and also mobility concepts. My sincere congratulations to everyone who has contributed to the development of this
impressive innovation hotspot.
The location has undergone rapid development and represents
the dynamism and growth that our city of Berlin is also experiencing. The derelict site has been transformed into a place of
innovation, where more than 150 companies, both established
and young start-ups, exchange ideas with research institutions on
important issues about the future. Here, solutions are devised and
tested that will touch all our lives tomorrow and into the future.
The EUREF-Campus is a space for experimentation – particularly with regard to the State of Berlin’s Smart City Strategy – and,
therefore, serves as a model for sustainable and intelligent urban
development. A place for the future, full of radiance and ideas
that will advance our city well beyond its 10th anniversary. I wish
everyone involved with the EUREF-Campus’ city of the future
continued success.

Michael Müller
Governing Mayor of Berlin
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The EUREF -Campus –
a real-world laboratory
for an energy revolution

Foto: © Andreas Muhs
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Müller starts his day on the EUREF-Campus
with a meeting in one of the cafés. Sporty
and elegant, he wears a dark blue suit, pale
blue shirt and black leather shoes. He takes
a seat facing the gasometer under one of
the light green umbrellas. The sun peeks
out from behind the immense steet frame,
rising almost 80 metres into the air. In its
day, this historic industrial structure held
the largest gas container in Europe. Today,
it’s a landmark for the forum, a symbol of
the energy revolution.
For Müller, the same is also true of the birch
trees. The EUREF-Campus has hundreds
of them, some neatly planted as an avenue
of trees beside the paved main road, others in large planter boxes. “Birch trees
are the first trees to grow when an area
becomes derelict. Here, the birch trees are
an emblem of the area’s industrial history,”
says Reinhard Müller. A history that dates
back to 1871 when the Schöneberg gasworks was built. Later, the plant ended up
belonging to GASAG. It closed in 1946, but
the gas container remained in operation as
a gas storage facility until it too was shut
down in 1995.

Ten years ago, Reinhard Müller had the idea for
a European Energy Forum. Today, this idea is
still his guiding principle. Now, over 3,500
people work or conduct research on the forum’s
site located around the old gasometer in
Schöneberg. From start-ups to global players,
everyone here is committed to developing the
city of the future.

REINHARD
MÜLLER
CEO
EUREF AG

Café am Wasserturm is one of Reinhard
Müller’s favourite places. He likes meeting guests here, and enjoys the conversations in a space filled with so much history.
Above the beautifully restored brick building is the slender, rectangular water tower.
With its slit-like windows, it could be part
of a fortification. But the EUREF-Campus is
not a fortress – quite the contrary – EUREF
stands for European Energy Forum. Having founded the forum in the area around
the gasometer, Reinhard Müller then

spent many years with his team building it
up. Over the past ten years, a real-world
‘laboratory’ for the energy revolution has
emerged here.
Reinhard Müller is the CEO of EUREF
AG, and his Energy Forum, known as
the EUREF-Campus, covers an area of
5.5 hectares. The laboratory is on an enormous site located east of the railway tracks
between the Schöneberg train station and
Kolonnenstrasse. This morning, Reinhard

SirPlus collects and
saves food. Co-founder
Raphael Fellmer (2nd
from left) explains to
EUREF board members
Johannes Tücks (left)
and Reinhard Müller
that a lot of supermarket fruit ends up as
waste because of minor
defects.
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Then, in December 2007, Reinhard Müller
entered into talks with GASAG about the
Schöneberg site. Just a few weeks earlier, he also had the idea for a European
Energy Forum. “As an architect, I knew that
with the high price of crude oil and the
uncertainty of our energy supply, we had
to start constructing completely different
types of buildings. Because we are not an
energy-rich country,” he says. However,
his decision to buy the land was spontaneous. Then later, other areas of interest
were added to those around energy, such
as environmental protection and mobility.
Reinhard Müller leads his guests past the
gasometer to a stack of green containers
from InfraLab. Their colour matches that
of the round gas container. This is also
where Günter Jauch’s production company made his political talk show for tele
vision from 2011 onwards. According to
Reinhard Müller, Jauch’s programme made
the EUREF-Campus well-known throughout Germany. Which was a nice bonus.
Today, around 400 events take place here
every year. Inside those containers, the
outfit Greenbox is now organising a long-
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term coworking project with six major
infrastructure companies: BVG (public
transport), BSR (waste removal), GASAG
(gas utility), Berliner Wasserbetriebe (water
utility), Vattenfall (power utility) and Veolia
(water management, waste management,
transport and energy services), in order to
break up the rigid structures often inherent in established companies, and bring
all the stakeholders together. It’s all about
sustainability, better living conditions, and
implementation of smart urban projects.
Despite Europe’s awareness of the need
for an energy revolution and the need
to be resourceful and conserve natural resources, the EUREF-Campus still
needs to get the message out. “Why are
we talking about an energy revolution,
for example, when everything is available
to build energy-efficient houses?” says
Reinhard Müller. He remembers how he
convinced the multinational company
Schneider Electric about the Berlin location and their subsequent decision to
settle on the EUREF-Campus. Schneider
Electric specialises in energy management
and integration of intelligent software
solutions for commercial and residential buildings. The company has 185,000
employees worldwide in more than 100
countries. This decision by Schneider
Electric was the breakthrough moment for

Reinhard Müller,
CEO EUREF AG

the EUREF-Campus, the initial spark. “Suddenly, everything became dynamic,” says
Reinhard Müller on his way to the garages.
The garages were standing during GASAG’s
time, but only the seven wooden gates
are still original. The plan was to have the
buildings demolished. Müller asked why?
After all, Bill Gates founded Microsoft in
a garage. So, the garages’ energy systems
were refurbished and modernised, providing a space for start-ups to work there for
a few months. SirPlus is one of the companies that do business here. “We save food,”
say the young employees. They arrange
for food with an expired use-by date or
fruit and vegetables that do not meet the
requirements to be collected from supermarkets and sold on in their newly opened
shop or online. 20% of the food saved goes
to the Tafel (where people on low income
can buy cheap food) or to the Berliner
Obdachlosenhilfe (help for the homeless),
among others, says co-founder Raphael
Fellmer. “We save food.” That is something
the CEO likes to hear.
Reinhard Müller turns onto the main road.
It bears the name EUREF-Campus. Just
an ordinary street, it’s lined with historic
buildings as well as new ones, covered with
company signs and with restaurants on
the ground floors. Reinhard Müller shakes

STEPHAN
KOHLER
Managing Director &
Partner
EnergyEfficiencyInvestEurasia GmbH, former
Managing Director of
Deutsche Energie-Agentur
(dena) (German Energy
Agency)

“

The EUREFCampus is
not only the
most creative
energy revolution
workshop in
Germany but also
the place where
quality of life,
beautiful building
design and ecology
can be unified –
which releases a
lot of energy and
motivation for the
development of
future projects.”
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many hands. Here a short conversation,
there a question. Now, he is talking with
Ubitricity founder Frank Pawlitschek, who
introduces him to May Liew, Vice President
of Singapore Power, the largest energy
supplier in the Southeast Asian state. She
is interested in the EUREF-Campus and
Ubitricity’s new charging option for electric cars. Ubitricity integrates the charging
connector into streetlights. The system
is much cheaper than installing standalone charging stations. Müller switches
quickly to English and talks to Liew about
the advantages of the EUREF-Campus.
The Vice President confesses she would
like to have such a place in her city too.
“Is there a gasometer there? Singapore
needs a gasometer!” says Müller. They all
laugh. Somewhat more seriously but also
with a little pride, he adds: “We best represent the issues of mobility and charging
options. For example, all the players in the
field of charging infrastructure are here.”
He adds that the solar recharge station is
also unique.
Trade visitors also contribute to the success of the EUREF-Campus. For example,
developers of innovative technologies frequently make visits here for discussions.
Representatives of the German govern-

Sport also plays a role
at the EUREF-Campus.
Whether it’s beach
volleyball during a lunch
break or a workout
in the SXILLS fitness
studio, the campus provides a range of physical
activities.

E U R E F - C A M P U S – A R E A L - W O R L D L A B O R ATO RY FO R A N E N E R G Y R E V O LU T I O N

ment are regular visitors too, looking for
information on innovations. For Müller, it
is also essential that the employees who
work here feel at home on campus. Müller
has created places in this enormous laboratory for people to keep in touch, meet
and talk. This explains the flat wooden
platforms under the birch trees. Or you can
relax in one of the cafés or restaurants of
master chef Thomas Kammeier. Or enjoy
playing some beach volleyball. These are
all places where researchers and developers can discuss and further develop their
ideas almost in passing.
One can even experience the energy revolution first hand on the road, as Emily
the self-driving bus whirrs past quietly on
the asphalt. And also on the road driving
autonomously is a street sweeper. On the
EUREF-Campus, energy and research are
not squeezed between concrete walls but
enjoy the freedom of a forum. Here, even a
building’s surface can be part of the laboratory. An algae production plant, for example, is actually growing on one of the walls.
Equally stylish is the facade on the building
next door, decorated with what looks like
brown packaging tape. The latticework
design leaves it up to the viewers’ imagination what they see: a connection of nerve

Electricity from streetlights – Ubitricity founder Frank Pawlitschek explains to Singapore Power Vice President May Liew
and Reinhard Müller (from left) how this works.

“

The Energy
Centre is at
the heart of
everything.
Nothing like it
exists elsewhere
in Germany. We
cover 80% to 95%
of our energy use
with regenerative
energies.”
Reinhard Müller,
CEO EUREF AG

fibres in the brain? Abstract art? An illustration of a decision-making processes, or just
the shadow of the gasometer?
Reinhard Müller is now at the new Energy
Centre. “By 2014, we had already met Germany’s CO2 climate targets set for 2050,”
he emphasises. Since May, the combined
heat and power plant has been producing energy from certified biomethane
produced in Schwedt – which means it’s
energy from liquid manure, dung and biowaste. In addition to heat, it also generates
electricity. “We didn’t invent anything here,
but intelligently linked existing technologies: storage, power-to-heat and power-to-cold systems,” says the CEO. Excess
energy is stored in large containers as hot
water, among other things. The wind turbines and photovoltaic systems installed on
many of the roofs also supply electricity.
“We are a place of the future in the state
of Berlin,” says EUREF CEO Reinhard Müller.

But the energy revolution will not be
achieved if people do not have the education and training required for it. “We need
energy managers. We need a university
for energy. We also need support from
the skilled trades to implement what the
visionaries are developing.”
For Reinhard Müller, the EUREF-Campus
is not only a small city that will grow to
around 6,000 employees in a few years
but also a blueprint for other regions. The
CEO has a goal and a conviction – as well
as a source of inspiration and ideas in business partner Stephan Kohler, the former
managing director of the German Energy
Agency (dena). Müller believes it is also
important to challenge new companies
looking to set up on campus or the new
ideas from start-ups. His standard question
to them is always: “Have you determined
whether or not this already exists somewhere else?” He says goodbye and hurries
to his next appointment.
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Centre for
the future –
EUREF-Campus
Foto: © Andreas Muhs
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The EUREF-Campus –
a laboratory for smart
urban development
For more than a century, the enormous steel frame of the gasometer
in Schöneberg has been visible from
afar, towering over the rooftops like a
modern-day acropolis. Built between
1908 and 1910, after it closed in 1995
the fate of this industrial monument
remained uncertain for many years.
With no subsequent use in sight for
the gasometer itself, nor for the rest
of the former gasworks, the other
listed buildings such as the forge,
boiler room, retort house and the
water tower, also fell into disrepair
and decay.
In 2007, however, when the architect
and project developer Reinhard Müller
put forward the idea of transforming
the 55,000 sqm site into a centre for
innovative future-oriented projects,
the proposal was met with considerable doubt from both residents and
the press. In spite of this, GASAG, the
owner of the site, believed in Müller’s
vision of a smart urban quarter and
subsequently sold him the site.
Today, 10 years since the development started, the former gasworks
around the gasometer’s towering
steel framework is barely recognisable: urban life has returned, the listed
brick buildings have been extensively
refurbished and upgraded with modern features, and new buildings have
been erected. Numerous renowned

17
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“

Reinhard Müller
had a wonderful idea for
a campus for
innovative energy
technologies and the
education of young
people. I have followed this development with great
enthusiasm. After 10
years of development
work, and overcoming
the initial resistance, the vision of
the EUREF has been
implemented and is
now recognised both
nationwide
and internationally.
Congratulations!”

Abstract art or the shadow of the gasometer? A net of ‘brown packaging tape’
adorns the white facade.

companies and research institutions
involved with energy, sustainability
and mobility have chosen to settle on
the EUREF-Campus in recent years, as
have smaller companies and innovative start-ups. The number of people
working here is also growing steadily.
In mid-2011, for example, the technology park was home to about 650
employees, while today around 3,500
people work and conduct research
here. Most of these companies are
focused on the future challenges of
energy and innovation.
Hubject, for example, is a company
founded in 2012, which has created
a B2B platform for the electromobility sector, making it easier to search,
find, load and pay for e-cars at charging stations independent of the provider. Starting out in just two rooms
in the building at EUREF-Campus 7-8,
the joint venture is now comprised of
leading companies such as the BMW
Group, Bosch, Daimler, EnBW, innogy,
Siemens and Volkswagen, employing
over 40 people and active in 24 countries on three continents. Similarly,
prominent companies like Air Liquide,
Daimler, Linde, OMV, Shell and Total
are on the list of shareholders in the
start-up company H2 Mobility, which
is committed to expanding mobility through hydrogen. MENNEKES
Elektrotechnik GmbH & Co. KG, the
developer of the European charging

OLAF
CZERNOMORIEZ
Former Chief
Financial Officer of
GASAG AG
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plug standard for electric vehicles and
a leading manufacturer of industrial
plugs and sockets, is also on campus,
employing around 1,000 people in
over 90 countries.
These are a few examples from the
long list of 150 companies now based
here – which also includes traditional
Berlin companies such as BVG (public
transport), BSR (waste removal), Berliner Wasserbetriebe (water utility) and,
of course, the former owner GASAG.
For all of them, choosing to settle on
the EUREF-Campus is ultimately also
a statement in support of EUREF’s
philosophy around smart, ecological
urban development. As early as 2014 –
just six years after development started
on the site – the EUREF-Campus
achieved the German government’s
CO2 climate protection target for
2050. With a climate-neutral energy
supply, an intelligent energy network,
energy-efficient new and old buildings,
a test platform for electromobility, and
numerous research projects located
around the former gasometer – proof
that an energy revolution is both possible and affordable – is observable here
every day.

Foto: © Andreas Muhs

However, the EUREF-Campus is not
an isolated technology park, but a
focal point of public life – urban and
vital. This is due in large part because
of the presence of research institutes
such as the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, the Mercator
Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change (MCC), the

Berlin Social Science Center (WZB)
and, of course, the TU-Campus EUREF.
The latter is affiliated with the TU Berlin
as an ‘Institute at the Technical University Berlin’ and operates as an independent, practice-oriented research
institution. It offers master’s degree
programmes, research and consulting
services and conferences, as well as
continuing/further education events
for a range of target groups.

T

he EUREFCampus is
not an isolated
technology
park, but a
focal point of
public life –
urban and vital.

The dynamism and vitality generated
by these research and teaching institutes also contributed to transforming
the EUREF-Campus into a real urban
quarter. The early opening up of the
area for big events such as the G20
Africa Conference 2017, the Long Night
of Sciences, the national dialogue ‘Living Well in Germany’, party events,
and conferences run by the Lebendige
Stadt Foundation, also established

the EUREF-Campus as a place that
was accessible to the general public.
The television talk show presented by
Günther Jauch also deserves a special
mention. It was filmed inside the gasometer from 2011 to 2015, making the
location well-known far beyond the
borders of Berlin.
Function rooms and catering are also
available for smaller events – for company parties, weddings or other private
celebrations. Above all, however, the
urban quarter is continuously expanding its function as a forum and information hub – with events on climate
protection and sustainability, guided
tours of the EUREF-Campus, company
visits, as well as educational projects
like the EUREF energy workshop run
by GASAG Solution Plus. A wide range
of issues relating to the energy revolution is, therefore, rendered visible and
tangible, approaches to solutions are
presented, and the various stakeholders brought together. And all of this
remains true to the strategy defined 10
years ago that stated: the implementation of climate goals is only feasible
if business, science, politics and the
public are engaged in a continuous
exchange of ideas and act in unison.
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Charge up, let go
of the wheel!
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E-MOBILITY ON THE EUREF-CAMPUS

“

10th anniversary of the EUREF Energy
Campus – 10 years of proof that scientific
creativity, entrepreneurial flair for
new technologies and markets, social
responsibility and political commitment
work better when they work together.
Accomplishments on the EUREF-Campus have
turned the vision of a new world of energy
more and more into reality.
Congratulations on your success!”

KLAUS TÖPFER
Former Executive
Director of the
United Nations
Environment
Programme (UNEP)
and former German
Federal Minister for
the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety

THE FUTURE IS GOING AUTONOMOUS:
INNOVATIVE MOBILITY CONCEPTS AND PRODUCT IDEAS
The future of mobility has many faces – and
ones not necessarily out of science fiction. On
the contrary, what looks unspectacular on the
outside is often particularly advanced from a
technological point of view inside. ‘Emily’ is a
perfect example. The small, very narrow bus
seats twelve people and commutes autonomously across the EUREF-Campus every day
– without a driver.
However, Emily does not receive its energy
from the BVG’s fast-charging station for electric buses, which was set up in April 2018, but
from the ZeeMo.Base. On the EUREF-Campus,
photovoltaic and wind power plants generate
electricity which is made available to consumers or stored via an intelligent control system.
The EUREF-Campus is home to Germany’s
largest electric recharging station for electric
cars. A solar roof provides sustainable energy

for the vehicles, which also serve as mobile
storage in the so-called Smart Grid. This system brings together decentralised energy producers, local energy consumers and energy
storage systems. The Micro Smart Grid on the
EUREF-Campus ensures that energy from several small wind and solar power plants on the
site is available at different locations.
Other forms of charging technology are
already being developed and tested on the
EUREF-Campus. Local company Ubitricity is
also working on expanding and reducing the
costs of charging infrastructure for electric
cars. For example, the company has made
the electricity meter mobile. It can now be
found as a MobileMeter in the SmartCable
and not as a stationary device on the charging
station. Charging points, therefore, become
much cheaper to build.

“

JEAN-PASCAL
TRICOIRE
Foto: © Yvan Brien
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Chairman & Chief
Executive Officer,
Schneider Electric

I believe access to secure, sustainable
energy is a fundamental human right.
But at the same time, we all realise
that the way we use energy today
is unsustainable. The EUREF-Campus
proves that a solution to the energy
paradox is already available today.”
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Art on
the
EUREFCampus
Ewerdt Hilgemann “imploded columns”, 1995

Foto: © Andreas Muhs
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For Reinhard Müller, works of art are just part of the EUREFCampus, and help make guests and employees feel more at
home. Large sculptures not only line the main street, but they
can also be found in many of the green spaces. Paintings and
collages collected by Reinhard Müller also hang in the foyers
and stairwells of the buildings. One bird – a crow – has special
significance.
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Winfried Flach “DONA”

A stylised two-metre
high sculpture of a
woman stands in a
small grove of birch
trees. The red lacquered corten steel
figure is mounted on
a wooden base plate.

Foto: © Andreas Muhs
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Mauricio Nannucci “LESS AESTHETICS MORE ETHICS”

Arie van Selm “BRONZE CROW”
The crow symbolises the gasometer
and, therefore, the EUREF-Campus
itself because thousands of these
birds like to perch on the gasometer’s
steel frame – like self-proclaimed
campus mascots! EUREF CEO Reinhard Müller finds all this charming
since the artist Arie van Selm several

years ago featured the cunning bird in
a series of artworks.
One of these, a large sculpture of a
crow, has stood in front of the café in
the water tower since spring 2018. At
two-metres height, the bird appears
majestic. The crow, cast in bronze,

A neon installation
of blue fluorescent
tubes has replaced
the classic picture in
the foyer of the Messelbau. The words are
a snapshot of reality,
intended as food for
thought.
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The dress explodes, its
parts seem to fly through
the room. However, they
are fixed on wires. The
sculpture, by US installation
artist E. V. Day, is part of her
series ‘Exploding Couture’.
The installation is the dominant feature of the water
tower café.

Olaf Metzel

“13.4.1981”
1987
An artwork of red and white
crowd barriers stacked
randomly on top of each
other and crowned by a
shopping trolley. This 1987
sculpture from Olaf Metzel
was installed on the corner
of Kurfürstendamm and
Joachimsthaler Strasse for
Berlin’s 750th-anniversary
celebrations. At the time, it
belonged to the so-called
Sculptures’ Boulevard and
is a memorial to the violent
demonstration six years earlier
at the same intersection. The
installation currently stands
near the Spreespeicher in
Friedrichshain. Reinhard
Müller has now acquired it for
the EUREF-Campus, and it will
soon be erected here.

Foto: © Ulrich Görlich, Zürich

E. V. Day “Black Bombshell” 1999

Walter Stöhrer

Artist Walter Stöhrer’s
three-metre high oil
painting hangs in the
water tower. Stöhrer
was one of the most
influential artists of the
Neue Figuration (New
Figuration) movement.

is somewhat stylised, its wings
and feathers indiscernible over the
smooth, deep-black, shiny surface.
It was cast in the Hermann Noack
sculpture foundry in Berlin.
The crow is now part of a much
larger gallery as Reinhard Müller
enjoys collecting the works of Berlin
and national artists. He exhibits the

sculptures out in the open, like in a
sculpture park, and displays paintings
and installations inside the buildings.
The crow fascinates Reinhard Müller.
He wants to offer a prize every year of
a 20-centimetre tall miniature version
of the crow sculpture to the most
creative start-ups with innovative
solutions to reduce CO2 emissions.

“Frau, Hetäre und Januskopf” 1976

Imi Knoebel “Rot, Gelb, Blau” 1993
Red, yellow and blue are the primary colours favoured by the artist Imi
Knoebel, a painter and sculptor who belongs to the Minimal Art movement
and who was also a student of Joseph Beuys. His multi-part artwork hangs
in a staircase on the EUREF-Campus and plays with the language of colour
and form. A similar work of art is on exhibition in the Marie-ElisabethLüders-Haus, which is part of the German Bundestag.
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EUREFCampus
– the
perfect
host
Foto: © Presse- und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung
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From marriage vows
to UN conferences
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“

GÜNTHER JAUCH was the political
talk show from the heart of the capital. From 2011 to 2015 we broadcasted
live from the gasometer in Berlin on
the EUREF-Campus. Just the right thing for
us, an inspiring and innovative environment
for this TV format.”

The EUREF-Campus
includes many unique
event locations
Whether it’s a workshop with six participants
or a gala dinner for 250 guests – since life has
been stirring at the base of the gasometer,
people need one thing above all else – places
to meet: for conferences, receptions and company celebrations. Some venues on the site
have become sought-after spaces because of
their unusual atmosphere. A well-known example is the television talk show from Günther
Jauch, which was broadcast from inside the gasometer for many years under the new dome up
until 2015. The programme helped make the
EUREF-Campus famous throughout Germany.

Foto: © Andreas Klein

Since 2010, more than 2,000 events for over
150,000 guests have taken place on the
EUREF-Campus. The location represents a
unique platform and offers guests from politics, business, science and the public space for
discussions, exchanges of information and new
ideas.

Foto: © Verlag Der Tagesspiegel

GÜNTHER
JAUCH
TV Presenter,
Journalist and
Producer

The Schmiede restaurant with its
cosy and historical ambience offers
a beautiful setting for a wedding
celebration or private event. Up to
200 guests can be catered for here at
tables with beautiful white settings,
surrounded by rustic brick walls and
wooden ceilings.

The dome in the gasometer was created for the
2006 Football World Cup, and its shape takes
its inspiration from the Reichstag. The gasometer can accommodate up to 600 people. In
recent years, people have gathered here for
film premieres, party events, UN conferences
and much more.

The existing heritage buildings have been
restored over the past ten years and are now
in high demand for events. For example, the
Schmiede restaurant with its rustic ambience
is a popular venue for wedding celebrations.
Since mid-September 2015, guests have also
been able to use the regulator building (Regler-

Foto: © Stefan Gregorowius
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“

Foto: © Deniz Saylan

The Future
Mobility Summit
received an
energy boost from
the EUREF-Campus
and excellent marks
from the participants.
We’ll be happy to
come back.”

SEBASTIAN
TURNER
Editor-in-Chief
Tagesspiegel

EXHIBITION

haus) as an exclusive event location for events
with small groups. The lovingly restored and
stylishly furnished historic building offers space
for up to 36 people and is an ideal location for
elegant dinner events. If you are planning a
special evening event with culinary refinement,
master chef Thomas Kammeier and his team
will certainly spoil you.

“EY ALTER – get to
know yourself”
There are around 400 events every year
on the EUREF-Campus – many of them
are exhibitions. For example, in the gasometer, there is currently one about the
self-discovery of old age. What does it
mean to be young and when is one considered old? Everyone is getting older,
every day. Germany is already one of
the oldest nations in the world. And
now? Collectively senile or independent your whole life? ‘Democalypse’ or
‘Demochance’?

Built in 1924 by Alfred Messel, the historic water
tower can accommodate up to 250 people. The
building comprises the main lecture hall Audimax, two workshop rooms with movable walls
plus an adjoining café in the water tower with
large terrace. Events for up to 250 people are
possible here. The water tower overlooks the
historic gasometer and provides a unique backdrop for events such as conferences, exhibitions, dinners and receptions.

The exhibition in the gasometer reframes
old age. Experiential in design, it makes
the subject of demography tangible. It is
open until 19 January 2019. EY ALTER is
part of the Mercedes-Benz demography
initiative YES – Young and Experienced
Together Successful – which initiated a
cultural change in the company and promotes cooperation between young and
more experienced employees.

The café in the water tower has a beautiful
outdoor terrace. Framed by a belt of reeds,
it feels like being on a lake.

How old am I?
Visitors to EY ALTER
explore this question
using futuristically
designed terminals.

More than 1,200 representatives from politics, business,
science and various associations took part in the Future
Mobility Summit on the
EUREF-Campus in April 2018.
Foto: © Kai-Uwe Heinrich, Der Tagesspiegel
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At the centre of EY ALTER is a huge
model of the human head. A scientific
fact check awaits the visitors, where
they can find out what actually changes
with age, how they perceive age and
what determines their thinking. Intelligence, the brain, personality, values and
emotions – everything is put to the test.
What happens in my head? Does wisdom come with age? And am I happier
at 80 than I was at 30?
It’s often said that age is more than a
number. To explore this, visitors to the
exhibition use futuristically designed
terminals to determine their biological age, the age they feel, the age they
appear to be and their age based on
social position. This interactive show
provides visitors with exciting and interesting views and insights on all aspects
of (old) age.
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In 2009, Reinhard Müller announced his plans for the EUREF in the
Hotel Intercontinental’s Hugos Restaurant, then run by star chef Thomas
Kammeier. Ten years later, Thomas Kammeier is wearing the yellow stars
embroidered in a circle around the letters EUREF on his white chef’s jacket.
Since 2015, Thomas Kammeier has been the Food Services Manager for
the EUREF-Campus. His restaurants here include the ‘Café im Wasserturm’, which has a beautiful outdoor terrace located under birch trees and
framed by a belt of reeds, as well as the restaurants ‘Werkstatt’ and ‘Grüns’.

THOMAS KAMMEIER
The master chef started life as
a baker, but found it a bit dull
and then trained as a chef. His
cooking career began at the
Rotisserie in Worms. Then, after
working in Hamburg and Düsseldorf, he moved to the Hotel
Intercontinental in Berlin in
1997. While he was there, he was
awarded a Michelin star for his
culinary skills at the Hugos
Restaurant. Since mid-2015 he
has been the Food Services Manager for the EUREF-Campus.

What attracts a Michelin star chef to the EUREF-Campus? “I’ve known
Reinhard Müller for 20 years. I needed a parking space for an old car.
He said, let’s talk ...” says Thomas Kammeier. He thinks the EUREFCampus is an exciting place, and the variety of cuisine offered here is a
challenge. “It’s just as attractive today as it was three years ago. Good cuisine doesn’t necessarily only come from star chefs. We have a great team
of 25 employees in the kitchen and service. And we have fun. The 3,500
employees on the EUREF-Campus should all feel at home with us.”
The chef is continuing to expand his gastronomic offerings. At the beginning of autumn, he will open ‘Grüns’, a vegetarian/vegan restaurant located
on the main street EUREF-Campus 21-22. It will have 100 seats inside and
additional outdoor seating on the main square. “Vegetarian food is important for many people. ‘Grüns’ will complement the Italian, Asian, and German cuisine already available here – really well.”
Thomas Kammeier has a penchant for fish, but his menu also includes
burgers (classic with meat or vegetarian), cold soups in summer and salads.
The ingredients, of course, come from the region. Most drinks are sold in
bottles to avoid plastic waste and save water normally used for washing
glasses.
Before his career as a star chef, Thomas Kammeier started out in the bakery trade. This passion is now returning to him. He is working on a concept
to open a bakery on the EUREF-Campus. He says: “I am a baker, Reinhard
Müller comes from a pastry chef family – something good should come
out of it.”

Your host on the EUREF-Campus

Master chef
at the gasometer
© Berlin Partner,
Photo François Falier

Thomas Kammeier
loves to cook food
that is healthy and
fresh using products
and ingredients
from the region. He
is the Food Services
Manager for the
EUREF-Campus.
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Think
tank
EUREFCampus
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BIOREACTORS ON BUILDING FACADES
MINT ENGINEERING CLEANS AIR WITH ALGAE
The liquid is pale green. It slowly winds its
way through thin glass tubes, driven along
only by bubbles of air. The water is in constant motion. The algae feel comfortable in
it, grow and then multiply rapidly through
cell division. This process is invisible. The
only sign of it happening is the liquid
becoming greener and greener over time.
The plant with the curved tubes is a bioreactor from MINT Engineering and hangs on
the facade of the building at EUREF-Campus 4-5. “Algae are fuel for life. They consume CO2 to grow. Their exhaust gases
are oxygen, which we need,” says Gunnar
Mühlstädt, Managing Director of MINT
Engineering. Further advantages: algae
produce a lot of biomass in a short space
of time. They abound with energy from
photosynthesis and contain vitamin B12,
omega-3 fatty acids, minerals, proteins and
pigments – all substances in demand by the
cosmetics and food industries.

Many small and
medium-sized
companies on the
EUREF Campus are
representative of
the new innovative
technologies.
The EUREF Campus
also serves as a
practical real-world
laboratory.

Gunnar Mühlstädt and his colleagues in
Dresden and Berlin are also researching
algae strains that need nitrogen oxide to
survive. “We have developed a system we
can install on heavily polluted roads,” he
says. The algae extract pollutants – especially nitrogen dioxide – from the bad air
and release oxygen. Once the ‘road algae’
have done their job, they end up in the sewage treatment plant.
But what happens to the liquid from the
bioreactors? “If it’s dark green, it’s harvested,” says Mühlstädt. Water and algae
are separated by filters or centrifuges, then
the algae are dried. The result is a green
powder that is used in creams to combat
skin ageing or in food as it contains many
proteins and vitamins.

MINT Engineering GmbH was
founded in February 2016 by
Gunnar Mühlstädt. Before this,
he worked for piping manufacturer Georg Fischer AG. In 2015,
Mühlstädt asked himself how he
could bring the issues of water
and energy together on the
EUREF-Campus. The solution was
cultivated algae using piping.
MINT is the only biotech company
on the EUREF-Campus. The company’s 15 employees of biologists,
mechanical engineers and bioprocess technicians are employed in
Berlin and Dresden. A 2,500 sqm
bioreactor plant is now being
built near Dresden, and cooling
towers at the Zollverein coal
mine industrial complex in the
Ruhr area are currently being clad
with the pipe systems.

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE PILOT PROJECT
BVG & DEUTSCHE BAHN OPERATE MINIBUS SHUTTLE ON THE
EUREF-CAMPUS
In recent years, whenever innovative
transport projects get discussed, one
term always comes up: ‘autonomous driving’. The idea behind it is as simple as it
is far-reaching: Not only could this technology make people’s lives easier, relieving
them of the annoying necessity to drive
their cars, it could also minimise the number of accidents as well as control individual vehicles in traffic to help prevent
congestion.
A dream for the future? Not any more.
The technology is ready for testing and
expected to revolutionise both public
transport in just a few years with private
transport to follow.

Founded in 2014, EasyMile is a
joint venture between small car
manufacturer Ligier and its partner Robosoft. Today, it employs
around 150 people. The company, headquartered in Toulouse,
France, also has offices in Singapore and Denver, USA. They are
also now on the EUREF-Campus.

The design of the reactors allows them to
be installed on any building facade or in
greenhouses in any size. “We look at the
ecosystems and rebuild them technically.
No one else in the world has made this possible on a building facade.”

After initial testing on the small self-driving
electric bus ‘Olli’, from Local Motors in the
USA, ‘Emily’ the self-driving electric bus in
now in regular use on the EUREF-Campus.
From French company EasyMile, which
also maintains an office on the
EUREF-Campus, ‘Emily’ has been in use
since December 2017.

EasyMile’s autonomous vehicles are
TÜV-certified
(technical
inspection
agency) and the first of their type to be
allowed in mixed traffic. A ‘steward’ is still
required on board for every journey, however, to intervene if a problem arises. But
the vehicle drives completely autonomously and does not even have a steering
wheel. A safety system of sensors, cameras and GPS ensure the electric EasyMile
vehicles can negotiate their programmed
routes safely at a maximum speed of 45
km/h and without incident. On average,
they travel at between 7 and 20 km/h, with
a range of between 11 and 14 hours. The
price is currently still around a quarter of a
million euros.
Currently, ‘Emily’ runs every working day,
but only on the EUREF-Campus. The aim is
to set up a shuttle service from here to the
Südkreuz train station.
Microalgae is produced in MINT Engineering’s bioreactors. Several of these hang from the facades of the building at EUREF-Campus 4-5. Every year about 200 kg of algae is extracted here. Each kilogram of algae consumes
about 2 kg of carbon dioxide. The TU in Berlin and Dresden University of Applied Sciences (HTW), as well as
the Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau (TH) in Wildau, support them in their research.
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DRIVERLESS STREET SWEEPING
AUTONOMOUS CLEANING VEHICLES FROM ENWAY
Vacuum cleaning robots have enjoyed
great popularity in the USA and Japan for a
few years now. Meanwhile, they have also
arrived in German households. Cleaning
activities in public spaces, on the other
hand, continue to depend on manpower.
But not for much longer.
A cleaning vehicle is already in regular service on the EUREF-Campus. Not only is it
much smaller than the classic sweepers
used by the Berlin City Cleaning Service
(BSR) to keep Berlin’s streets and footpaths
clean, it is also driverless. Just like ‘Emily’
the shuttle bus, the new sweeper navigates
with cameras, sensors and a laser scanner
– with centimetre precision.

The injection of capital will allow the company to send more test vehicles out onto
the streets and expand the central technology platform so it can be individually
adapted for customers like cleaning and
waste disposal companies. A joint project
with BSR is already in planning, and in April
2018 Enway became a member of the eMo
Berlin Network for Electric Mobility.

Foto: © Ryota Abe

The street cleaning robot is a prototype from Berlin-based start-up Enway,
founded only in 2017 by developers Bo
Chen, Julian Nordt and Thanuja Ambegoda on the EUREF-Campus. Using seed
funding, the three founders now have a
seven-figure sum to spend to develop and
further professionalise the technology.
Atlantic Labs and the venture capital fund
b10 have also invested.

The founders of SirPlus Martin
Schott (left) and Raphael Fellmer are
committed to combating the daily
waste of food. They cooperate with
producers, wholesalers and retailers
in their effort to do this.

Around 1.3 billion tons of
food are destroyed every
year. Either because its
use-by date has expired or
it does not comply with
the various standards. The
so-called food sharing
movement, from which
the SirPlus company has
emerged, has continued
opposing this wastage for
many years.

The Start-up Enway was established in January 2017. The three
founders have set themselves
the goal of improving the quality
of life in communities and cities
using autonomous vehicles, especially in the cleaning sector. Waste
collection vehicles and sweepers
have already been developed.
They are not intended to replace
the employees of the cleaning
companies, but to support them.

EXPIRED USE-BY DATE? DOESN’T MATTER!
SIRPLUS SAVES FOOD
The start-up SirPlus attracted the attention
of the press some time ago with a crowd
funding campaign to open a discount food
supermarket selling only products which
would otherwise be destroyed. The store
is now open and just another step in the
fast-paced history of the company. Before
this, they were using the internet to sell the
expired or discarded goods.
The idea is to massively reduce the everyday waste of food, both as a benefit for the
environment and for consumers – particularly those who are financially disadvantaged. SirPlus sells the food up to 70%
below its normal retail price. This is made
possible by a constantly growing partnership network with producers, wholesalers
and retailers.
SirPlus was one of more than 60 international applicants to be included in the
popular Climate-KIC accelerator programme, Europe’s largest public-private
network for innovation against climate

Bo Chen is co-founder and Managing Director
of Enway. The company develops specialised
autonomous vehicles.

change. This came with their inclusion in
the Green Garage community, affording
them the opportunity to further develop
the company in one of the green garages
on the EUREF-Campus. The three company founders, Raphael Fellmer, Alexander
Piutti and Martin Schott, have now been
joined by 60 employees.
The shop for rescued groceries was
opened in 2017 – right in the pedestrian
zone of Wilmersdorfer Strasse in Charlottenburg. Since the summer of 2018, there is
now a second so-called Rettermarkt (rescue market) in Steglitzer Schlossstrasse,
and SirPlus is now also implementing its
‘Sustainability for All’ concept at a stand in
the Markthalle Neun in Kreuzberg.
The opening ceremony, however, took
place on the EUREF-Campus, where master chef Thomas Kammeier conjured up
the first-class menu for 50 invited guests
from the food distributed by SirPlus.
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Results of our
EUREF-Campus
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On the EUREF-Campus since …
32 %

less than 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years

14 %
8%
46 %

over 3 years

employee survey

59 %

of employees commute
by public transport

Study conducted by FactWorks, September 2017

More than

150 companies

are located on the EUREF-Campus with

around 3,500 employees.
Industry sectors
7
%
less

43 %

than 10

41 %
50 to 249

18 %

Number of
employees

15 %

52 %
10 to 49

14 %
7%

Services

58 %

80 %

rate their company's
location as

very good

are satisfied with the

outdoor facilities
on the
EUREF-Campus

Energy technology
Transport/mobility
Education/research
Media

22 %
hardly
ever

58
%
take

advantage
24 %
of the
1 to 2 times meals on
per month offer at
least once
a week

More than half
regularly take
advantage of the

lunchtime meals
offered
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The energy
revolution at

The EUREF-Campus,
unambiguously,
demonstrates that
innovative technological energy
solutions are
possible within a
complex energy
industry. For this,
ideas, expertise and
the will to design
and implement are
required. At the
GASAG Group, we
support the path of
decarbonisation and
are proud to be an
essential partner.”

your fingertips
The EUREF-Campus is a showcase for the energy revolution.
With cutting-edge technology, its new Energy Centre brings
conventional and new technologies together to generate
heat and electricity in an environmentally friendly process.
Because of the high-tech centre, the EUREF-Campus
already meets the federal government’s CO2 climate
protection target set for the year 2050 – and at the cost of
conventionally generated energy.

What at first glance looks like a modern
yet very ordinary heating plant, is actually unique in Germany. That’s because
the EUREF-Campus’ entire energy supply
is CO2-neutral. But how is this achieved?
“The entire technology that we need for a

successful energy revolution has already
been invented. What we need is the intelligence to use it correctly,” says Reinhard
Müller, CEO of EUREF AG.
The Energy Centre is operated by GASAG
Solution Plus GmbH. It was completed in
the summer of 2018 and is the ‘energetic
heart’ of the EUREF-Campus. Many things
are organic here, like the block-type thermal power plant that uses biomethane
produced in a refinery in Schwedt an der
Oder, Brandenburg. Agricultural waste, such
as liquid manure is processed there and
turned into biomethane, then fed into the
natural gas network. A certified quantity
for the Energy Centre is then taken from
that network.

The central element of the Energy Centre is
the biomethane block-type thermal power
plant. The combustion of the gas drives a
generator to produce electricity, which is fed
directly into the Berlin power grid. The waste
heat is used to heat water.
Two-megawatt hours of electricity is
enough to supply either 1,300 homes with
power for a whole year or 630 households
with heat. On the EUREF-Campus, however,
the heated water is used to heat the offices.
90-degree hot water is pumped into the
buildings through 2.5 kilometres of underground district heating pipes.
Together with a smaller block-type thermal power plant, which produces electricity

exclusively for the operation of the Energy
Centre, around 60% of the heat needed for
the EUREF-Campus is generated on site.
At the same time, cooling can also be produced in the Energy Centre and then used
for air-conditioning in the many server
rooms and offices. Two compressor chillers
are also in operation, each with a capacity
equivalent to 6,500 refrigerators.
The systems do not run 24/7 and not always
at full load, because the Energy Centre is
controlled by an eco-tool – a small 30 x 30
cm black box on the wall, where the intelligent software is installed. Around 1,000 data
points throughout the buildings relay data
to the black box about how much heat is
consumed and in which building. Weather

Foto: © Andreas Krone

However, for all that, the EUREF-Campus’
Energy Centre itself doesn’t look that miraculous. In the low-rise building, thick pipes
wind their way under the ceiling and along
the walls, the ones painted yellow transport
gas. Others are insulated to an inch thick
and coated with a silver metal foil, necessary
for the hot or cold water that flows through
them. Everything is clinically clean, with
walkways between the boilers, pumps and
other huge machines marked in green.

MICHAEL
KAMSTEEG
Executive Board
GASAG AG
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The gas pipes are yellow, the water
pipes are covered in silver foil.
To find out about all the technology,
you can join employees from GASAG
Solution Plus on a guided tour
of the Energy Centre.

“With our innovative, intelligent control system, the energy supply on the
EUREF-Campus comes from one of the
most modern plants in Germany and
a blueprint for the energy revolution,”
says Frank Mattat, Managing Director of
GASAG Solution Plus.
At the Energy Centre, the EUREF is
pursuing another new technological
approach: power-to-heat and power-to-cold technology. With this, the
Energy Centre is able to store renewable
energies. The Energy Centre can detect
if excess power is being generated by
the solar panels or the wind turbines on
sunny or windy days. This excess electricity can then be used to either heat
water, as in a kettle, or cool water using
compressor chillers. The hot or cold
water is stored in two highly insulated
water tanks, each with a capacity of
22,000 litres. The storage system is part
of a WindNODE research project funded
by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy. WindNODE is using
the north-eastern region of Germany as
a model for intelligent energy – a perfect match for the EUREF-Campus.

“

Berlin is the
start-up capital
of Europe, the
EUREF-Campus
is its engine. Here, in
a heterogeneous environment of agile companies, creative startups and established
research institutions,
the spirit of innovation of all those who
are involved is spurred
on. Keep it up!”

OLIVER HERMES

Foto: © WILO SE

forecasts are also included in the calculations. If additional heating is required
on extremely chilly days, two conventional boilers are available to cover peak
loads.

Chairman of the
Executive Board
and Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)
WILO SE
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Global players
at the
EUREF-Campus
Several global players have set up facilities of innovation
on the EUREF-Campus. They are a driving force in the
development of this smart urban quarter. With many years
of experience and extensive know-how, their presence is
invaluable to the local community.
From the very beginning – since 2008 – the French technology group Schneider Electric has had a presence on the
site. The company’s Berlin innovation centre is working on
the development of digital power grids and operates the
ZeeMo.Base, an energy hub for electricity generated from
solar and wind plants.
Deutsche Bahn has also leased several spaces on the
EUREF-Campus – including one complete building for its
DB Engineering & Consulting headquarters. And it recog
nises the potential of the EUREF as a laboratory of the
future – where solutions can be tested in real-world conditions. Deutsche Bahn, together with the InnoZ research
centre and BVG, has also been operating an autonomous
bus on campus since 2017.
Three years ago, the US technology company Cisco
opened its openBerlin innovation centre on the
EUREF-Campus. Since then it has been assisting companies
in developing their innovations into marketable products.

Foto: © Andreas Muhs

Being in the right place
at the right time, and
often being the first, is
an art that the global
players have mastered.
Having long since
established themselves
internationally, they have
not lost their founding
spirit. They have a good
sense of where the
problems of the future
lie and work passionately
to find solutions. This has
made them great, and the
pioneers and trailblazers
of today.
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SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
CLIMATE-FRIENDLY ENERGY SUPPLY
The EUREF-Campus is full of energy: five small
wind turbines, four solar panels and a biomethane
block-type thermal power plant supply buildings,
event venues and electric vehicles with electricity,
heat and cooling. But how can the energy be used
in the best possible way?
Schneider Electric, together with other local
companies, demonstrates how a Smart Grid – an
intelligent power grid – could function in realworld operation. First, energy and data flows are
monitored and displayed so that intelligent control
and regulation is possible. Then, the efficiency of
the overall system can be optimised on a higher-level management platform. The aim is to ease
the load on the public grid through predictable
energy flows and increase the available share of
renewable energies.
Ten years ago, Schneider Electric moved to the
EUREF-Campus, creating an attractive space for
itself in the German capital. It also found there
the ideal conditions for setting up an innovation
centre for Smart Grids. Since then, Schneider has
organised the building and energy management
on the campus, with their Micro Smart Grid at the
heart of this CO2-neutral urban quarter. It links
the three major elements of urban life – buildings,
mobility and infrastructure – in an affordable, climate-friendly way, creating real added value.

Schneider Electric is a global specialist in energy management and
automation with facilities in Paris,
Boston and Hong Kong. Schneider
has been an anchor tenant and
driver behind the EUREF-Campus
since 2008.
The parent company Schneider
Electric was founded in 1836 in
France by the Schneider brothers
as a steelworks. In 2017, it had
sales of around 25 billion euros.
The company has more than
140,000 employees in over 100
countries around the world.
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CISCO
NETWORK FOR DIGITAL KNOW-HOW
Everyone who sets foot in Cisco’s innovation centre
openBerlin on the EUREF-Campus, steps into the
future. The centre was opened three years ago as
a kind of showcase project on the EUREF-Campus
and collects and analyses data like room temperature, lighting and power consumption using over
3,000 built-in sensors. Like a lighthouse, it points
out how the Internet of Things can develop, how it
can automate everyday processes and, ultimately,
make life simpler.
US company Cisco is one of the world market
leaders in digital networks and data transport. Here
in Berlin, the innovation centre not only develops
the company’s own ideas but also inspires and
assists other companies to find digital solutions that
are not only useful but also marketable. Therefore,
openBerlin is a development laboratory for digitisation processes and an open platform on which
companies, start-ups and universities can network
to shape the future with smart innovations.

Cisco is a US technology company
that helped shape the development
of the internet from its inception.
It was founded in 1984 by scientists
from Stanford University with the
goal to ensure fast and secure communication over long distances.
Cisco’s innovation centre openBerlin
is one of 13 worldwide, each with a
specific industry focus. The Berlin
centre is primarily focused on Smart
Manufacturing, Smart Cities and
Smart Building.

DB ENGINEERING & CONSULTING
RAILWAYS FOR TOMORROW’S WORLD
DB Engineering & Consulting, Deutsche Bahn’s
engineering and consulting company has more
than 4,500 employees, and develops infrastructure
projects all over the world. The company has its
headquarters on the EUREF-Campus. DB E&C offers
consulting, planning and implementation services
for national and international mobility and logistics
projects. Examples in Germany include planning
and construction supervision for the Berlin-Munich
high-speed rail line, and general planning for the
CO2-neutral ICE plant in Cologne-Nippes.
DB E&C’s international activities include consulting
for several major metro projects in India, working
on the light rail systems in Sydney and Canberra in
Australia, and developing a complete transport system in Qatar. From the EUREF-Campus, Deutsche
Bahn is helping to shape ecological mobility of the
future – railways for tomorrow’s world!

DB Engineering &
Consulting GmbH
is a Deutsche Bahn
company. It was
founded in 2016 with
the merger of DB
ProjektBau and DB
International, and
combined, presents
50 years of successful engineering services in the railway
market.
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Research
and
teaching

Foto: © Andreas Muhs
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TAILOR-MADE:
RENEWABLE ENERGIES IN THE
WINDNODE PROJECT

ists, several of the region’s universities and
research institutes are also involved in projects within the WindNODE framework.

Meeting the challenges of the energy revolution means developing technological
solutions which incorporate a growing
share of renewable energies. This is precisely the aim of WindNODE, a joint project
with all five eastern German states and the
capital Berlin, together with more than 70
partners. Many ready-to-use, marketable
technologies are tested here using individual projects run by WindNODE.

The EUREF-Campus has also been working on one of its own energy projects – the
‘power-to-heat/power-to-cold’ water storage system and ‘power-to-power’ battery
storage system. The technology was developed by GASAG Solution Plus, with partners
Stromnetz Berlin, GETEC, BLS Energieplan
and EUREF-Consulting.

In addition to energy suppliers, distribution
network operators and high-tech special-

No sustainable management without the
groundwork: research and teaching have a permanent place on the EUREF-Campus. With the
Technical Universtity Berlin, university teaching
is represented, along with a number of research
institutes dedicated to sustainability.

TEACHING AMONGST
REAL-WORLD RESEARCH:
THE TU BERLIN
Finding new approaches to issues like
the environment, climate and energy
– this is a task for society as a whole
and particularly for the younger generation. This is why the TU has had
a presence on the EUREF-Campus
(known as the TU-Campus EUREF)
since 2008.
The European teaching, research and
consulting institution offers master’s
degree courses in the fields of environment, climate, energy and mobility, as well as conferences and further
education courses for non-univer-

sity target groups. Moreover, all of its
activities are concerned with questions about the social impact of technological innovation.
While learning, students also benefit
from the facilities on the EUREF-Campus. At an early stage, they can establish contacts with the companies or
research institutions located here.
Since the 2017/2018 semester, a new
course called ‘Sustainable Mobility
Management’ has also been offered,
in addition to the existing courses
‘Energy Management’, ‘Building Sustainability – Management Methods for
Energy Efficiency’ and ‘European and
International Energy Law’.
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The overall system consists of two 22,000
litre storage tanks and a 500 kilowatt
electric heater. It uses excess electricity
to heat water, which can then be fed into

the EUREF-Campus heating network if
required. A connection to two compressor
chillers makes it possible to use the cold
water supply according to the same principle, ensuring that excess electricity can
be stored during summer operation as well.
There is also a connection to a biomethane
block-type thermal power plant that kicks
in if the mains voltage falls too low. An ORC
system converts any waste heat back into
electricity, and compressor chillers make
it useful as cooling. This enables the efficient use of renewable energy that takes
local conditions into account and, above
all, focuses on the needs of the consumer.
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Research for the
community

INNOVATIONS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:
THE GERMAN RESEARCH CENTER FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

According to the DFKI, they develop
product functions, prototypes and
patentable solutions for information and communication technology
based on application-oriented basic
research. It has 18 research departments and research groups, 10 centres
of expertise as well as 8 living labs.

In the field of cutting-edge research,
the DFKI model of a non-profit public-private partnership is highly
regarded nationally and internationally. It employs over 500 people from
more than 60 countries to research
innovative software solutions with a
focus on smart data and knowledge
services, cyber-physical systems,
multilingual
technologies,
planbased robot control, education tech
nologies, interactive textiles, robotics,
innovative retail, business informatics,
embedded intelligence, smart service
engineering, intelligent analytics for
massive data, intelligent networks,
agents and simulated reality, augmented reality, language technology,
intelligent user interfaces and innovative factory systems.

OPEN SOURCE LAB
FOR SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
ON THE EUREF-CAMPUS
The Open Source Lab is a project
from the Volkswagen Group’s Sustainability Advisory Board conducted by the DFKI as its project
partner. Centrally located on the
EUREF-Campus, the lab serves as a
think tank for sustainable mobility,
with an open-source approach as
its working principle. The aim is a
broad dialogue between different
stakeholders – from experts to
daily consumers, from national to
international best practices. Various
event formats and publications
further complement the interdisciplinary work of the lab.

THE MERCATOR RESEARCH INSTITUTE IS A GLOBALLY
ACTIVE THINK TANK FOR SUSTAINABILITY
The work of the Mercator Research
Institute (MCC) is long-term, national
and global. As a think tank, the institute
has its roots in economics and other
social disciplines. MCC’s vision is to
enable democracies to make decisions
about global commons like water,
energy and raw materials etc – based
on sound information, and always with
a focus on sustainability.
The MCC advises decision-makers in
politics and business, but also inter-

Foto: © Andreas Muhs

Robots are a prime example of the
use of artificial intelligence, but a variety of other applications and services
also require it. The world’s largest
non-profit institution for research into
artificial intelligence is the German
Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI). It has research facilities
in several German cities and now also
on the EUREF-Campus through an initiative from VW Group’s Sustainability
Advisory Board, the ‘Open Source Lab
for Sustainable Mobility’.
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national organisations, companies and
non-government organisations. The
consultancy provides specialist knowledge that promotes sustainable development to counter climate change.
A wide range of scientific methods is
used for this purpose. Although the
research is primarily economically oriented, the experts at the MCC draw
on expertise from philosophy, politics
and other social sciences. They apply a
variety of methods, including empirical
and theoretical analyses.

© Thomas Trutschel/photothek.net

“

We rely on
Berlin as a location for research
and science.
As researchers and
scientists, the nature
of the campus of
the EUREF is very
significant to us.
We value the innovative networks and
the interdisciplinary
consolidation of
science, research
and practice.”
Prof. Dr. Ottmar Edenhofer

What does the MCC stand for and what
is the institute working on?
At the Mercator Research Institute on Global
Commons and Climate Change (MCC), we
research solution strategies that enable the
sustainable management of global commons like the atmosphere, for example. We
bring these solutions into the debate with
decision-makers from politics and business
as well as other community players. We also
conduct research on the provision of community global commons such as infrastructure and mobility. In doing so, we always
keep the so-called distribution issues and
the ‘political economy’ in mind. This means
that we also consider the impact that our
results will have for human well-being and
questions of justice. The MCC, therefore,
looks for practical solutions, and then we
advise politicians and business in a structured process so that these solutions can
be implemented.
What advantages does the EUREF-Campus offer for the work of the MCC?
We are reliant on Berlin as a location for
research and science. As researchers and
scientists, the nature of the campus of the
EUREF is very significant to us. We value
the innovative networks and the interdisciplinary consolidation of science, research
and practice. This allows for a creative
environment and a framework for fruitful collaboration. The nature of the campus is also reflected in the use of space:
within all the beautiful open spaces, parks
and green areas, the routes from A to B
are short. Additionally, management of the
EUREF-Campus is based on sustainability.
An good example of this is the local grid
which supplies electricity from renewable
sources.

Are there networks and collaborations
at the EUREF-Campus?
Sustainable action is a significant part of the
image of the MCC. We are pleased that so
many companies are also taking this path
in practice. It is greatly enriching that as
scientists at the EUREF-Campus we can
enter into a continuous dialogue with business and politics within the framework of a
large number of events. For us, it’s nice to
see that scientific findings are incorporated
explicitly into a company’s economic considerations.

“

For us, it’s nice
to see that
scientific findings
are incorporated
explicitly into a
company’s economic
considerations.”
Prof. Dr. Ottmar Edenhofer

Do you have any suggestions for
things that can still be initiated at the
EUREF-Campus?
We hope the open spaces, parks and
green areas, and all the bicycle paths will
be completed as soon as possible so the
atmosphere of the campus can be brought
out more, like a complete urban quarter
for the scientists, citizens, institutions and
companies. As regards content, we would
be delighted if politics was more oriented
toward the ideas that companies and scientists produce here.

PROF. DR
OTTMAR EDENHOFER
Prof. Dr Ottmar Edenhofer
(born 1961) is Director of
the Mercator Research
Institute on Global
Commons and Climate
Change (MCC). He is Chief
Economist and designated
Director at the Potsdam
Institute for Climate
Impact Research (PIK)
and Professor of Climate
Change Economics at the
Technical University Berlin

New construction
projects on the
EUREF-Campus
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“

The EUREF-Campus is
attractive to companies
because it is also attractive to
their employees. An inspiring
environment with smart buildings,
great architecture and beautiful
outdoor facilities, with plenty of
space for meetings and
plenty of room for ideas.”

EXCITING INTERPLAY BETWEEN
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING AND
CITY VIEW
The gasometer is a fascination for Johannes
Tücks. The almost 80-metre high steel cylinder is no ordinary building but has a significance for him like that of the Eiffel Tower in
Paris. A daring comparison? “Some engineering structures are just unintentionally beautiful. That includes the gasometer, an example
of the art of steel construction,” says Johannes
Tücks. He is a board member of EUREF AG, an
architect by profession and also the chief planner for the EUREF-Campus. “In the past, urban
technology was regarded as ugly, something
that should be hidden behind some trees,
but today we are showcasing these buildings,
opening them up through new perspectives in
urban development.”

Berlin has changed and will continue to change. For example,
the EUREF site only a few years ago was like a lost island
sitting between two railway tracks hidden behind poplar trees.
Now, with the development of the EUREF-Campus, we have an
area that combines intelligent urban planning, modern energy
systems, new mobility concepts and attractive architecture.
The individuality of the architecture of our buildings is also
proof of this. At the same time, the EUREF-Campus is a fun place
for employees, inspiring them with its open spaces, places to eat,
and its buildings, paths and squares adorned with works of art.

Johannes Tücks is the
Chief Architect of the
EUREF-Campus. In front
of him stands a model
of the new buildings he
has planned. An office
building and conference
centre are to be built in
the gasometer.

KARIN
TEICHMANN
Authorised
Signatory
Strategy & Business
Development
EUREF AG
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stand 16 metres above the base of the gasometer. “The new office building will offer
an exciting interplay between the look of the
industrial building and the view of the city.” The
facade, predominantly made of glass, will give
the building a high degree of transparency. On
the top floors, public spaces for presentations
and events will be created behind the steel
and glass facade – with a view of Berlin from a
height of around 80 metres included. The project will cost more than 100 million euros and
should be completed by 2023.
In addition to the gasometer, another new
12,000 sqm building has also been ready
for occupancy since the summer of 2018 at
EUREF-Campus 21-22, with a curving facade
featuring ribbons of glass stretched over it.
The future office building
being built within the gasometer’s steel framework
will have a facade made
principally of glass which
will subsequently give the
building a high degree of
transparency.

The redesign of the gasometer is based on
its original appearance: it had a telescopic
container inside it that could be moved up
and down. Johannes Tücks is planning a new
building here which features a facade design
made up of repeating elements. Round in
shape like the gasometer and nestled inside
its grey steel frame, the new building will keep
a respectable distance of one metre from
the structure. At the base of the gasometer,
a modern conference area is also being created within the green steel shell – the ‘dome’
– familiar to audiences of the political talk TV
show ‘Günther Jauch’ – will be dismantled in
2019, and given a new life at the Zollverein
complex in Essen. The conference area will be
approx. 8,000 sqm in size and include a 1,000
seat auditorium, which will also function as the
EUREF-Campus forum.
Johannes Tücks’ planned office building will
have a total area of around 20,000 sqm and

The office building at
EUREF-Campus 21-22 has been
ready for occupancy since the
summer of 2018. Special features
include a curved facade infused
with ribbons of glass.
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“They allow for wonderful panoramic
views. We have also continued to perfect
the architecture technologically to maintain an optimal floor plan while at the same
time achieve peak energy values,” says the
architect. Deutsche Bahn occupies large
rooms on three floors here, where it is
testing new office concepts featuring flexible and individual workstations. The technical equipment in all the new buildings is
state of the art. “We are rethinking the way
we use the potential of new technologies.

Apart from the solid technology behind the
control elements, ease of operation and
maintenance, durability must also be taken
into account. Windows in our buildings
can always be opened, and there is access
to roof terraces. The EUREF-Campus is
home to highly qualified specialists who
appreciate a relaxed, quiet environment.
Therefore, the creation of open spaces
with quiet zones, deckchairs, artworks and
exotic plants, have been an essential part
of the architectural planning.”
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GASAG’s new headquarters is currently being built
on the EUREF-Campus. The building will have
a facade of metal and glass, giving it a futuristic
appearance. GASAG plans to move its headquarters
from Mitte to Schöneberg at the end of 2020. GASAG
will occupy about two-thirds of the new building,
which has a total area of around 18,000 sqm.
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The building at EUREF-Campus 1-2 is
currently in planning. It will include
around 9,000 sqm of space for office
workplaces.

An interplay of light – at night,
lighting strips and spotlights illuminate
the contours of the buildings
on the EUREF-Campus.

It makes sense also to put the latest technology in
the new building’s two-storey 140-space underground car park. One parking deck has space for 70
vehicles and is equipped with charging facilities for
e-cars. While employee and visitor vehicles can park
here during the day, the garage is also open in the
evening and on weekends for residents who would
like to charge their e-cars. Johannes Tücks calls this
approach: “tailor-made solutions – for the neighbourhood also.”
The office building at EUREF-Campus 23-24 will
be given a futuristic metal and glass facade. The pit
necessary to do this has already been excavated.
GASAG has rented 12,500 sqm of space here –
around two-thirds of the building. The company is
expected to move its headquarters from Hackescher
Markt to Schöneberg at the end of 2020.
Johannes Tücks and EUREF’s consulting team
headed by Petra Krüger and Heribert Günther, have
come up with many ideas for new construction projects. For example, one includes freeing up campus
space through the use of alternative mobility concepts for the ever-increasing number of deliveries
made to the campus. Soon, a smart terminal will be
installed where small parcels can be delivered, and
batteries recharged, all at the same time. The chief
architect says: “Smart technologies can change
urban planning, but we must actively control the
processes to take advantage of them.”
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EUREF AG

The Supervisory Board of EUREF AG

EUREF AG is a creative developer of energy
and environment-optimised real estate, and a
unique centre for sustainable value creation in
Berlin. It was founded in 2007 by the accomplished entrepreneur Reinhard Müller
in connection with the acquisition of a
5.5-hectare site around the historic gasometer
in Berlin-Schöneberg.
The result is a new urban quarter and a
symbol of the energy revolution in Germany.
Many companies are settling here, especially
young companies developing ecologically
and economically sustainable solutions in the
fields of energy, environmental protection and
mobility. In just one decade, the EUREF-Campus has become a unique European centre for
innovation and communication in the energy
industry. In 2014, the campus was also able
to meet the German government’s ambitious
CO2 climate protection target set for 2050.

An energy revolution in Germany.
One task. One goal. One team.
The employees of EUREF AG.

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BOARD
OF EUREF AG
From its inception, the company has been
managed by its founder and Chairman of the
Management Board, Reinhard Müller. Johannes
Tücks is an imaginative and experienced partner
on the Board. Advice and supervision are also
provided by three proven industry heavyweights:

Climate protection
targets met for
2050 – EUREF AG

Paying tribute to the first 10
years of the EUREF means
paying tribute to Reinhard
Müller. In Aristotelian terms,
he is a homo politicus, one who
cares about the ‘polis’, the urban
environment around him. But he
is also a homo oeconomicus, he’s
economically astute. Last but not
least, we have to pay tribute to
homo oecologicus, which brings us
back to the EUREF.”

The energy revolution in
the building sector is one
of our greatest challenges.
Therefore, it is important to
develop pioneering projects and
learn from these experiences. The
EUREF-Campus is such a project.
And we are glad that its creators
are also tirelessly involved in our
umbrella organisation.”

With the EUREF-Campus,
Reinhard Müller has
created a prime example of
sustainable urban development.
Starting out as an industrial
site from the 19th century, he
has brought it into the energy
revolution era, turning it into an
urban quarter with urban-friendly
jobs, contemporary urban density,
and architecture that preserves
the old and integrates the new.”

CHAIRMAN OF THE
SUPERVISORY BOARD
DR ECKART JOHN VON FREYEND

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY
BOARD DR ANDREAS MATTNER

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY
BOARD PETER STRIEDER

Born 1960 in Gelsenkirchen, Germany

Born 1952 in Nürnberg

Studied law and political science at
the University of Münster, received his
doctorate in 1987 and passed his second state examination in law in 1989

Studied law at the University of
Regensburg, passed his second
state law examination in Berlin 1980

Born 1942 in Berlin, Germany
Studied in Heidelberg, Bonn and
Cologne, 1966 degree in economics,
1974 doctorate from the University of
Cologne
From 1970 to 1989 worked for the
Federation of German Industries (BDI),
eventually became a member of the
Executive Board
After reunification appointed Director
General of the Federal Ministry of
Finance, until 1995 was Head of the
Industrial Federal Assets Department
Chief Executive Officer of IVG Immobilien 1995 to 2006
Chairman of Supervisory Board in several stock corporations
President of the Cologne Institute of
the German Economy (2008–2013)
and co-founder and President of the
ZIA Central Real Estate Committee
(2006–2009)

Since 1993 Managing Director of ECE
Projektmanagement GmbH & Co.
KG and various group companies in
Hamburg and Frankfurt/Main
Previously Research Assistant for
four years to the Parliamentary State
Secretary in the Federal Ministry of
Building
As a member of the CDU, served several terms in the Hamburg Parliament
(1991–2008), becoming parliamentary
party leader, among other positions
Since 2009 President of the ZIA Central Real Estate Committee and Board
Member of the Federation of German
Industries (BDI).
Since 2016 R20 Germany Representative and Board Director in the seven-member elite global organisation
for sustainability founded by Arnold
Schwarzenegger.

1980 to 1992 Labour Judge in
Berlin
1992 Elected District Mayor in
Kreuzberg
Berlin State Government
Senator for Urban Development
(1996–2004), Member of the
Berlin Parliament (2001–2004),
State Chairman of the SPD Berlin
(1999–2004)
2004 to 2017 Partner at
KetchumPleon
Since 2016 independent consultant
(Strieder Kommunikation und
Strategie)
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EUREF AG

YEARS

EUREF AG

EUREF-Event
GmbH

EUREF Consulting
Society of Architects
and Engineers mbH

Congratulations!
More than half a billion euros will have been invested in the EUREF-Campus in little more than
10 years. This meant that 200 million euros of equity capital had to be raised and twice that
much as debt.
Confidence in the capital markets cannot be gained solely through architectural elegance, sensitivity in dealing with historic buildings or innovative handling of new energies and air conditioning technologies. In addition to that, it requires financial strength, entrepreneurial predictability,
personnel stability and resilience. Reliable time frames and financial planning with clear yield
outlooks are the basis for continuing building the confidence that dozens of equity investors, as
well as the many investment banks, have in the business.
Without a far-sighted corporate structure (‘corporate governance’), which relies on strong
checks and balances, this trust cannot be earned and consolidated on a daily basis. At EUREF
AG, great importance has been attached from the outset to economic clarity and a hands-on
controlling system.

EUREF-Service
GmbH

EUREF-Energy
GmbH

Its legal structure as a stock corporation already signals this willingness for transparency and
control. It is also ensured by an active and experienced supervisory board as well as by statutory
auditing by auditors and other financial consultants. Above all, however, continuity in company
management plays a crucial role in a stable, forward-looking corporate enterprise.
From the outset, Reinhard Müller as Chairman of the Management Board, in cooperation with
the Supervisory Board, was able to secure members for the board of management, as well as
employees, with expertise in law, business and technology.

EUREF-Campus
Zollverein GmbH

DENKMALplus

Beteilungsgesellschaft mbH & Co.
Erste Berlin KG
Dritte Berlin KG

The results of the complex problem of management are impressive: all plans were adhered to
with regard time and cost, along with expected outcomes.

Dr. Eckart John von Freyend
Chairman of the
Supervisory Board
EUREF AG

Dr. Andreas Mattner
Member of the
Supervisory Board
EUREF AG

Peter Strieder
Member of the
Supervisory Board
EUREF AG
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